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Abstract—Tesla Model 3 has equipped with Phone Keys and
Key Cards in addition to traditional key fobs for better driving
experiences. These new features allow a driver to enter and start
the vehicle without using a mechanical key through a wireless
authentication process between the vehicle and the key. Unlike
the requirements of swiping against the car for Key Cards, the
Tesla mobile app’s Phone Key feature can unlock a Model 3 while
your smartphone is still in a pocket or bag.

In this paper, we performed a detailed security analysis
aiming at Tesla keys, especially for Key Cards and Phone
Keys. Starting with reverse engineering the mobile application
and sniffing the communication data, we reestablished pairing
and authentication protocols and analyzed their potential issues.
Missing the certificate verification allows an unofficial Key Card
to work as an official one. Using these third-party products
may lead to serious security problems. Also, the weaknesses
of the current protocol lead to a man-in-the-middle (MitM)
attack through a Bluetooth channel. The MitM attack is an
improved relay attack breaking the security of the authentication
procedures for Phone Keys. We also developed an App named
TESmLA installed on customized Android devices to complete the
proof-of-concept. The attackers can break into Tesla Model 3 and
drive it away without the awareness of the car owner. Our results
bring into question the security of Passive Keyless Entry and
Start (PKES) and Bluetooth implementations in security-critical
applications. To mitigate the security problems, we discussed the
corresponding countermeasures and feasible secure scheme in the
future.

I. INTRODUCTION

Passive Keyless Entry and Start (PKES) is an intelligent
automotive system allowing drivers to pull the door directly to
enter and start the car. The traditional PKES requires a key fob
to provide the legitimacy and the vehicle to verify it. New car
models of Tesla, Volvo, Mercedes-Benz, and Lincoln enable
car owners to use their smartphones to unlock and activate
their cars automatically [81], [85]. To continuously enrich the
driving experiences, Tesla supports three types of keys: Phone
Keys, Key Cards and key fobs [52] for Model 3, Model X,
Model Y, and Model S.

∗ Both authors contributed equally.

Key fobs adopted in classical PKES contain a low-
frequency (LF) radio frequency identification (RFID) tag and
ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) transceiver, and the vehicle equips
with an LF receiver and UHF RFID tag [48]. The LF channel
is responsible for detecting whether the key fob is within an
allowed region, whereas the UHF channel is for challenge-
response verification. Relay attack is a widely known vulner-
ability against this technique used in key fobs [1], [2], [27],
[47]. It allows adversaries to open and start the car by distance
fraud. Distance bounding technique is commonly proposed
to prevent relay attacks [32], [45], [62], [70]. Karani et al.
[42] and Lin et al. [49] designed and implemented the PKES
based on BLE. This new PKES monitors the BLE received
signal strength indicator (RSSI) measurements from the key to
estimate users’ proximity. Some works insist that considering
other techniques or features should be a better solution. They
utilize multiple physical features, namely, RSSI, Round-Trip
time, Global Position System (GPS) coordinates, and Wi-Fi
access point lists, to precisely identify the proximity of a
vehicle to its corresponding key fob [20], [63], [83], [84].
A. Ansari et al. [5] transmits the cryptographically secure
combined bio-crypto data to enhance the authentication.

Focus on the security issues of Tesla key fobs, considering
the first version of the Tesla Model S key fob based on
DST40, the research [15] proves that it is susceptible to a
brute-force attack. Moreover, this first version misses mutual
authentication in the challenge-response protocol. It also has
no firmware read-out protection and security partitioning [87].
Further, Wouters et al. [88] target the second version of the key
fob based on DST80. Through reverse engineering immobilizer
firmware, they recover the key by downgrade attack leading
to a reduction of key entropy. They also describe a Denial-Of-
Service attack, which can render the key fob unusable. Also,
Tesla warned of theft risk through relay attacks [75]. To fix
bugs and add features, Tesla introduced over-the-air updates.
However, Wouters et al. [78], [86] declared that a hacker could
rewrite the firmware of a key fob via Bluetooth connection, lift
an unlock code from the fob, and use it to break a Model X
just in a few minutes.

Key Cards communicate with the vehicle using RFID
signals in standard ISO 14443. When you tap the Key Card on
the driver’s side pillar, doors can be opened. However, it does
not support automatic locking and unlocking. Tesla Model 3
vehicles allow attackers to open a door by leveraging access to
a legitimate Key Card and using a Near Field Communications
(NFC) relay attack [21]. When an owner enters the car, he
needs to swipe the Key Card on the console right by the cup
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holder to drive the vehicle. Tesla issued several updates around
the Key Cards. These updates allow the owner to start a Model
3/Model Y after unlocking the doors with the digital Key Card,
as the key does not need to be placed in the center console
to shift out of parking and drive off. Security researchers
indicated that it allows a 130-second window between an
owner unlocking the door and driving the car. During this
time window, new Tesla Key Cards can be added without
any authentication required and with no in-car and in-app
notification [54].

The developments and widespread applications of Phone
Keys follow the trend. Phone Keys supporting PKES com-
municate with vehicles through Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
channel. The BLE protocols are specified in an open standard
maintained by Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG), and its
latest version is 5.3 [13]. Recently, the NCC group announced
that Tesla Model 3 and Model Y are vulnerable to link-layer
relay attacks on BLE [74]. The vehicle is fooled into believing
that an authorized driver owns a Key Card or registered
smartphone.

This paper demonstrates the detailed security analysis of
Tesla keys pairing and authentication processes, especially for
Key Cards and Phone Keys. Traditional key fobs susceptible to
relay attacks are out of the discussion here. Even though many
works have analyzed the security of RFID and BLE techniques,
our studies focus on the practical implementation of the Tesla
Model 3. We conduct a transparent view of the interactions
between keys and vehicles. By analyzing the vulnerabilities
of protocols, we find that third parties products that support
ISO 14443 and related cryptography can work as official ones.
We utilized a customized Java card to prove it. Besides, the
authentication procedure of a Phone Key is susceptible to
MitM attacks or relay attacks. We also performed an improved
relay attack on the authentication process of Phone Keys.
Compared to known attacks, it can be performed by only one
device and is not a real-time relay. This attack happens silently
in the background and does not generate in-car or in-phone
notifications to the owner. In summary, we make the following
contributions:

• With reverse engineering the Tesla mobile app, we
achieved many clues about the algorithm and mech-
anisms. We captured the communication packets by
sniffing pairing and authentication processes in ISO
14443 channel and the BLE channel. Finally, we
recovered the pairing and authentication protocols of
Key Cards and Phone Keys.

• The weakness in the Key Card pairing protocol allows
customized Key Cards to be available. We used a
programmable Java card to show that these third-party
products would jeopardize the security of the Tesla
ecosystem.

• We combined several flaws to craft a practical MitM
attack for Tesla Model 3 in the Phone Key authenti-
cation process. This attack can fool the vehicle into
believing that it has connected to a registered Phone
Key resulting in entering and driving a Tesla Model
3 away without any operations on the owner’s phone
and out of the owner’s awareness.

Fig. 1: BLE Architecture

• We demonstrated the feasibility of the MitM attack by
implementing it on Android devices. We proposed a
novel backdoor firmware and customized framework
to force Google Pixel 5A to broadcast by a specific
static MAC address. We also developed an Android
app named TESmLA to implement the attack.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we provide background on BLE and relevant cryptography.
In Section 3, we introduce the methodology of reverse engi-
neering. We detail the pairing and authentication protocols in
Section 4. The potential problems are described in Section 5.
Section 6 shows Key Card threats, while Section 7 reports the
MitM attack and its related works in detail. Finally, we discuss
mitigations and future works in Section 8 before concluding
in Section 9.

II. BACKGROUND

A. BLE

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is designed for energy-
constrained low-cost scenarios that require an intermittent
transfer of small amounts of data at a lower speed compared
to Bluetooth Classic protocols. The BLE protocol enables a
device, acting as a server (e.g., a Tesla Model 3 ), to efficiently
communicate relevant data to another connected device, acting
as a client (e.g., a Phone Key). As shown in Figure 1, the
architecture of the BLE core system has two parts: a host
stack and a controller. The Host Controller Interface (HCI)
between them is responsible for transporting commands and
events between the host stack and the controller.

The GAP profile provides several procedures for device
discovery, connectivity, and related network topology. The
primary data exchange method of GAP is a broadcast ad-
vertising package. It may be followed by a scan response
if a peer device requests. The BLE advertisement header
contains the device role, the MAC address, and the message
type. Tesla mobile app as the Phone Key scans devices in
the BLE range by calling the interface of the GAP. The
advertisements from the vehicle can be captured and analyzed
to get necessary information by the Phone Key. The GATT
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interfaces support discovering, reading, writing, and obtaining
indications of characteristics [13]. After the BLE connection
has been created, Tesla mobile app as a client can communicate
with the vehicle by calling the interfaces of the GATT layers
to do operations on characteristics.

B. Relevant Cryptography

ECDH. The Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) is an
key agreement scheme defined in [19], [23]. It allows two
parties, each having an elliptic curve public-private key pair, to
establish a shared secret over an insecure channel. This scheme
prevents the third party who can eavesdrop on the negotiation
process from recovering the shared secret.

AES-GCM. AES with Galois/Counter Mode (AES-GCM)
specified in NIST 800-38D [25] provides both authenticated
encryption and the ability to check the integrity and au-
thentication of additional data. There are four inputs: secret
key, initialization vector(IV)/nonce, plaintext, and optional
additional authentication data (AAD). The output consists of
the ciphertext, which is the same length as the plaintext, and
an authentication tag for integrity check.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our work on reverse engineer-
ing. Our analysis required a comprehensive understanding of
the implemented protocols by Tesla. Unfortunately, no official
documentation from Tesla was available regarding the pairing
and authentication of keys. Therefore, we reversed the proto-
cols using open-source software and off-the-shelf commodity
hardware. We took the official mobile application named
Tesla as the entry point because it contains more information
compared to the communication data. For example, it may
include detailed algorithms and corresponding parameters. So
we start with reversing this official application on Android and
iOS. We further capture the BLE communication of Phone
Keys. The analysis helps us understand protocols of Phone
Keys and give clues to further analyze the Key Card. We
describe the details as follows.

Mobile App analysis. Nowadays, reverse technology with
related tools is widely used for mobile applications. We re-
versed the Tesla official Android application package (.apk) file
with the releases of 4.23 and the iPhone Application (.ipa) file
with version 15.4.1. We first made attempts to static analysis.
We used open-source JDAX [40] to get the Java Code for
Android and IDA Freeware [37] to analyze the iOS appli-
cation. Although methods and variable names are obfuscated
in reversed Java code, the code in reversed iOS gives hints
and compensation. The benefit of static analysis is to locate
a Java object, which completes many operations related to
cryptography, like the AES-GCM and SHA1. These operations
must be necessary for the process of pairing and authentication
processes. So we dynamically analyzed the app to observe
the calling of corresponding functions based on this object.
Utilizing the Frida [28], a dynamic instrumentation toolkit, we
hooked and observed three particular behavior: First, the login
process using a legitimate username and password. Second,
the first time for a Phone Key to pair with the vehicle. Third,
the authentication of a Phone Key. The dynamic analysis helps
us make sure of the role that the specific algorithm plays in
these processes.

Fig. 2: Key Card Sniffer Scene

BLE data capture and analysis. We also retrieved the
HCI Snoop log from Android. This method is stabler and
easier to implement. The HCI Snoop log shows the entire
interaction between the host and the controller, including the
communication data used in pairing and authentication. From
this log, we can understand some implementation details, like
the advertisement of the vehicle, GATT services, and connec-
tion parameters. We analyzed contiguous messages from the
advertisement capture to the connection establishment until the
end of the communication.

From the above process, we comprehend the pairing and
authentication protocols between the Phone Key and the vehi-
cle, including the cryptography and parameters used in these
processes. For example, when the first login, the application
calls the key generation function to create a key pair based
on the NIST P-256 curve. Then the private key is protected
by Android KeyStore in case of leakage. KeyStore can protect
sensitive materials from unauthorized use in the non-root envi-
ronment. The information, like algorithms and authentication
process, help further analyze the Key Card.

Key Card analysis. Tesla Key Card uses Java Card
manufactured by NXP that supports ISO 14443. This kind of
card with a high-security level has achieved Common Criteria
certification. Many off-the-shelf professional spy devices like
Microprocess MP300 [53] and NomadLAB [55] can sniff ISO
14443 signals. As shown in Figure 2, we placed an ISO
14443 spy device named NomadLAB parallel to the Key
Card against the card reader on Model 3. And the white
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) in the figure is an RFID coil.
This coil passes the captured RF signal to NomadLAB, and
NomadLAB is responsible for automatically recording APDU
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data for further analysis. From these records, We noticed the
vehicle’s public key, which had already been achieved from the
previous analysis. This public key is in uncompressed format
with the prefix “0x04”. The following 64 byte is the x and y
coordinate of the point on the elliptic curve. As we clarified
the expression format of public keys, we also found the other
three public keys of different Key Cards in APDU data.

According to sniffer data, the authentication of Key Cards
is based on a 16-byte challenge and response. We conjectured
that it might use a similar method as Phone Keys. It may
use the ECDH to negotiate a shared secret and AES-ECB to
compute the response. However, the secret key of the Key
Card and the vehicle are both securely stored in a secure
element(SE). It is hard to verify our conjecture. In this case,
we used an Android Phone Key, which is already root and
paired with the car. We achieved the key pair of this device by
Frida. And we used a programmable Java card and developed
a Java applet to implement a challenge-response mechanism.
Fortunately, when we send the corresponding response to the
vehicle, the authentication success. Based on conjecture and
verification, we finally re-established the protocols of Key
Cards.

IV. PAIRING AND AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS

The pairing procedure is the process of adding a new Key
Card or a Phone Key. First, the vehicle has to confirm the
identification of the new key. This process needs a paired key
as a credential. Then the car records the information of the new
key locally for later authentication. Tesla Model 3 ideally can
authenticate and distinguish the legitimate key from malicious
signals or interference through identifications from the pairing
stage. The authentication requires that two parties are each pre-
provisioned with a unique asymmetric key pair. Through the
ECDH key agreement, the Phone Key or the Key Card shares a
symmetric secret with the vehicle. Key Cards and Phone Keys
protocols use different communication channels. Key Cards
uses ISO 14443 for data exchange. Phone Keys allow users
to use their smartphones as keys in the BLE channel. In the
following parts, we clearly illustrate the security mechanisms
for Key Cards and Phone Keys, including the pairing and
authentication protocols.

A. Key Cards

Pairing. To pair a new card, scan your new Key Card on the
card reader located on the top of the center console and follow
the on-screen instructions. We have recorded the exchanged
data during this process until the success notification shows
on the car’s screen. We analyzed the communication data and
reestablished the pairing procedure in Figure 3.

Before pairing, each Key Card and vehicle has been provi-
sioned its own 256-bit ECDH public-private key pair based on
the NIST P-256 curve. For the initial pairing phase, the owner
taps an unpaired Key Card against the vehicle card reader
on the center console. The connection establishes through the
RFID channel. Tesla Model 3 grabs the public key (PK) and
unique identifier (UID) (Step 2) of the card. After a paired Key
Card is presented to the card reader on the driver’s side door
pillar or the top of the center console, the car will get its public
key (Steps 4 - 6). Then it performs an ECDH key agreement

scheme to derive the shared secret with the own private key
and the public key of the paired Key Card. The car delivers
its public key with a 16 bytes salt as a challenge to the card
(Step 9). Once received, The Key Card also performs ECDH
key derivation, encrypts the challenge with the shared secret as
the key, and returns the encryption result (Steps 10 - 12). By
checking this response, Tesla Model 3 verifies whether this key
has already been paired. If a paired key passes the verification,
the vehicle will insist that the new Key Card belongs to the
owner, who has at least one legitimate key. For now, the vehicle
has confirmed the identification of the new Key Card.

If the vehicle want to authorize this new card, the car needs
to records related information for latter authentication. As a
result, Tesla Model 3 adds the public key of this new Key
Card into the whitelist. The pairing succeeds.

Authentication. A user can tap a paired Key Card against
the card reader on the driver’s side door pillar to initiate
authentication. Model 3 detects the Key Card and authenticates
its legitimacy, and the door unlocks if successful. We found
that the authentication protocol is identical to the steps of
verification of a paired key (Steps 4 - 13) in the pairing process.
Key Cards use a challenge-response authentication based on a
shared secret generated by ECDH.

B. Phone Keys

Tesla allows users to use their iPhones or Android phones
to unlock and start the car. To enable this function, smart-
phones must install an official Tesla mobile app, and Bluetooth
must be on all the time. The Tesla app running in the
background is responsible for managing the procedures of
pairing and authentication. By analyzing Bluetooth snoop log
and data parsing, we describe the mechanisms of Phone Keys
as follows, including pairing and authentication.

Pairing. The pairing procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.
The owner touches the “START” button on the phone screen
to trigger pairing. The phone scans surroundings in range. The
BLE names of Tesla Model 3 always start with the character
“S” and end up with the “C”. The middle sixteen characters
are the first eight bytes of the hash result with an operation on
the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN).

According to this specific name, the phone establishes
a BLE connection to the vehicle. The app will send a
GET EPHEMERAL PUBLIC KEY request to the car by
writing the characteristic value on the peer device (Step 7).
As a GATT server, the vehicle will respond with its public
key with indications of a characteristic (Step 8).

Next, to respond to the request for the whitelist, the vehicle
needs to send back a WHITELIST INFO data consisting of a
list of Paired Key IDs, which are equal to the first four bytes of
its Public Key’s SHA-1 hash result (Step 9). The phone sends
its public key and waits for the vehicle to authenticate a valid
Key Card. Once finished, Tesla Model 3 adds the smartphone’s
public key to the whitelist and transmits the relevant data back
to the phone. After pairing, the vehicle owns the public key of
the Phone Key, and the smartphone records the public key and
BLE MAC address of the car BD ADDR. Adding a Phone
Key can be treated as an exchange of public keys based on a
valid key authentication.
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1. Connection

Tesla Model 3 Paired Keycard

Vehicle Key Pair: [V, v]

14. Recode Public Key: U

Unpaired Keycard 

Key Pair: [U, u] Key Pair: [D, d]

2. Get Card UID and Public key U

3. Disconnection

4. Connection

7.Generate ECDH Share Secret：S

S = ECDH（D, v）

8.Generate 16 bytes Challenge T

9. Send public key V and T

10.Generate ECDH Share Secret：S

S = ECDH（V, d）

11. Encrypt T with S

R = AES(T, S)
12. Send R back

13. Verifier T and T’

T’= AES(R, S)

5. Request public key of the Key Card

6. Send public key D back

Fig. 3: Key Card Pairing and Authentication Protocols

Authentication. When a paired Phone Key approaches
Model 3 from a distance out of the BLE range, the vehicle
authenticates its legitimacy, and the door unlocks if successful.
We sniffed the BLE channel for this process and reestablished
the authentication protocol, as shown in Figure 5.

Phone Key attempts to establish a reconnection with a
specific BLE MAC address. It adds the recorded BLE MAC
address of Model 3 into the whitelist and sends a connection
request that only allows this device to establish the connection.
The BLE reconnection is established once the device is in the
allowed range. Once the reconnection is created, the Phone
Key receives the authentication level indication every second
to trigger the authentication. The phone may ask for car
status, for example, the lock state of the trunk(Steps 4 - 5).
After getting the vehicle’s status, the mobile app derives the

shared secret by ECDH and generates a serialized java object
defined in Appendix A. The app encrypts this Java object
by AES encryption in GCM mode using a 4 bytes counter
as GCM nonce and a share secret S generated by ECDH as
an encryption key (Steps 6 - 7). After encryption, the app
sends the first attestation, including the encrypted message (2
bytes ciphertext with 16 bytes GCM tag) and the counter to
the vehicle. The format of attestation is shown in Figure 6.
Vehicle decrypts and verifies message A with a shared secret
S generated by ECDH and responds counter immediately. If
verification successes, it continues to appends a 20 bytes token
G on the authentication level and responds to the phone.

Afterward, the app increments the counter by one and re-
fresh the Java object (details in Appendix A). After encrypting
serialized results in AES-GCM mode involving token G as
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  2. Generate Phone Key Pair: [P, p]

1. Login with password

6. Establish BLE connection
7. Request EPHEMERAL_PUBLIC_KEY

8. Respond with vehicle public key: V

9. Request car key WHITELIST_INFO

10. Respond with car key WHITELIST_INFO：W

11. Send public key of the phone：P

12. Respond with WAIT Signal

14. Success !

17. Respond Key Card Whitelist ID: Wi

18. Respond updated WHITELIST_INFO W
19. Request Phone Key WHITELIST_ENTRY_INFO
20. Respond WHITELIST_ENTRY_INFO: P || metadata

Owner Phone Key Tesla Model 3 Key CardBluetooth Channel

Vehicle Key Pair: [V,v]
Broadcasting  BLE Device Name: N

Indicate Authentication_Level: L

3.Get VIN From Tesla DataCenter

4. Trigger pairing Phase

5. Scan and find BLE device N ,
N equals first 16 bytes of SHA-1(VIN) 

13. Owner use a paired key card to authentication

 15.Record public key of the phone: P

16.Update WHITELIST_INFO with P

22.Phone key has been paired

21.Record Vehicle BLE device address：
BD_ADDR

Fig. 4: The Pairing Protocol of a Phone Key

GCM additional authenticated data (Step 13), the app sends the
second attestation package, including this encrypted message
(4 bytes ciphertext with 16 bytes GCM tag) and the counter
to the vehicle.

Finally, the vehicle decrypts and verifies message B with
the shared secret S. If verification passes, the car will unlock
and can be started.

The core of authentication is two attestations generated by
AES-GCM. The shared secret derived from ECDH is directly
used as the key to encrypt the message that is known to both

sides. Tesla Model 3 uses this shared secret to check these two
attestations (Step 9 & 14). Once these two messages pass the
verification, the car asserts that the Phone Key is valid.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we perform a security analysis of the Tesla
keys. First, Tesla realizes key secure storage. Key Cards use a
SE to manage the secret key. This highly-secure environment
protects sensitive information at the hardware level from many
known attacks, in particular side-channel attacks.
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1. Establish BLE connection

7. Send message A and count 

10. Respond the GCM counter of message A
11. Respond a token G 

13. Send message B and count

15. Respond the GCM counter of message B

Phone Key Tesla Model 3Bluetooth Channel

Vehicle Key Pair: [V,v]
Broadcasting using address: BD_ADDR

Indicate Authentication_Level: L

8.Generate ECDH share secret：S
S = ECDH（P，v）

2.Try to start authentication phase

5.Generate ECDH share secret：S
S = ECDH（V，p）

6.Encrypt data a with AES-GCM mode
A = AES_GCM(a, S, count, null)

9.Decrypt and verify message A 
with S，count

12.Encrypt data b with AES-GCM mode
count= count + 1

B = AES_GCM(b, S, count, G)

14.Decrypt and verify message B 
with S，count

Authentication finish

Phone Key Pair: [P, p]
Trying to reconnect BLE device with 

BD_ADDR 

4.Respond vehicle status 
3.Send an information request

Fig. 5: The Authentication Protocol of a Phone Key

payload length 0x0a 0x00 keyID counter ciphertext GCM tag

Fig. 6: Format of an attestation. The third byte “0x0a” marks
this message as the attestation. The ciphertext length indicates
this package belongs to the first or the second attestation.

Further, Tesla follows secure pairing and authentication
protocols. During the pairing phase, the new Phone Key and

the new card need a paired Key Card authentication process
to ensure the ownership of the new key. The exchanged
data contains the public key and related data without leaking
privacy. During the authentication phase, Tesla and its keys
perform an ECDH key exchange to derive a shared secret and
validate the legitimacy of the keys. The key pair is generated
based on the choice of the NIST P-256 curve and is securely
stored. Without the private key, attackers cannot calculate the
shared secret and generate proper attestations. Tesla pairing
and authentication protocols utilize the cryptographic tech-
niques of security algorithms to guarantee security. Further,
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Phone Keys involve the counter by AES-GCM, which can
resist replay attacks. However, it still has some potential issues.

The vehicle does not verify Key Card certificates during
pairing. It might theoretically be possible to make an unofficial
product to unlock the Model 3. Customers can purchase new
Key Cards from third parties other than Tesla. They may record
the provisioned value of the secret key or leave a backdoor.
Once these unofficial Key Cards have paired, the authentication
protocols guarantee security based on whether you have the
private key used in pairing. In this case, you should always
assume that whoever sold you Key Cards might also be able
to access your car since they may keep or get the private key.

Tesla does not enable link layer encryption of the BLE.
According to the sniffing results, the BLE channel is used
to transfer data. Tesla leaves all cryptography in the upper
layer. It makes the sniffer easier. Also, it offers adversaries
opportunities to complete GATT-based BLE relay attacks.

Tesla vehicles use the static BLE MAC address. Anyone
receiving its advertisement can spoof the car and establish the
reconnection to the Phone Key at a different physical location
with the same MAC address.

The update of token value does not depend on the
change of connection states. The second attestation from the
Phone Key is an AES-GCM result involving the token G. The
token remains fixed even though the phone has been connected
and disconnected multiple times. In our experiment, it stays
fixed for hours.

VI. KEY CARD THREATS

A. Adversary Model

The vehicle adds the new Key Card without verifying its
certificates during pairing. It allows third parties products to
work, which may introduce several security issues. Any card,
which can generate a public-private key pair based on the
NIST P-256 and support ECDH and AES operations, can
be added as a new key. Indeed, any products that support
ISO 14443 could work, but they must be able to complete
related algorithms. Once these products have been paired,
they can open and drive the Tesla Model 3 as official Key
Cards. However, it could introduce serious security problems.
Products from third parties may implement the algorithm using
the software without a security coprocessor or processing unit.
The software implementation is vulnerable to many known
attacks. For example, side-channel attacks can easily crack the
secret key. Even if the third party uses securely implemented
Java cards, the applet may have a malicious backdoor allowing
the reading of the key. In this case, you cannot trust any third-
party product.

B. Proof-of-concept

We customized a Java card as shown in Figure 7. This card
can generate a public-private key pair based on the NIST P-256
curve and do related cryptography. Also, we developed a Java
applet to read the key through a non-public APDU command.
This customized card was added to the vehicle’s key list after
using a paired Key Card to complete the pairing process. We
found this card can use as an official Key Card to unlock and
start Model 3. Since the key is leakage, this card can be easily
duplicated.

Customized Card 

Official Key Card

Use to add a new card

can open and drive

Fig. 7: Adversary model for the customized card.

C. Impact

This attack allows any unofficial product supporting ISO
14443 and corresponding cryptography operations to work as
the official Key Card. Even if it is not a strict vulnerability,
products from third parties will introduce serious problems.
For example, third-party software allows attackers to control
Tesla remotely[86]. Missing certificate verification gives op-
portunities to these unsecured third-party product developers.

VII. IMPROVED RELAY ATTACK

Although the current protocol is mature, it is still suscep-
tible to relay attacks or MitM attacks. The basic relay is to
retransmit the analog signal in real time. It needs complex
hardware and has distance limits. However, the current proto-
col does not enable BLE encryption in the link layer. It makes
it possible to relay the digital signals from the higher protocol
layer, like the GATT layer. The known flaw of the GATT-
relay attacks is that they introduce latency in communication.
So developers can impose strict GATT response time limits to
resist it. The delay of propagation between two devices may
lead to failure. The mobile App has no time bound according
to our reverse result. However, Tesla Model 3 may monitor
the delay time. So latency is the most important influencing
factor in GATT-relay attacks.

To eliminate the limitation of latency in relay attacks,
we introduced an improved relay attack on the authentication
process of Phone Keys. Since we reversed the protocol, we
do not need to forward each message immediately. We record
messages and transfer multiple messages once to avoid latency
detection. In the following sections, we demonstrate this attack
in detail.

A. Adversary Model

Suppose that the vehicle to be attacked is in a parking lot.
Then the owner locks and leaves the car, then enters another
open area out of the BLE range, like a library or a cafe. An
attacker uses two malicious devices connecting to the Phone
Key and Tesla Model 3 separately through the BLE channel.
These two attack devices communicate with each other through
another long-distance method like the internet, as shown in
Figure 8 upper part. Unlike the real-time relay, we record the
continuous messages during one connection period and only
forward necessary messages to peer devices. In this case, the
attack device will receive multiple data for one transfer. So it
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Fig. 8: Attack scenario descriptions. The upper part demonstrates two attack devices scenario. The lower shows one attack device
case. In this case, the attacker has to go back and forth between the two parties.
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Broadcasting using

BD_ADDR
Attack device A Attack device B

Adversary B

Fig. 9: Adversary Model Phase 1: Setup

can respond immediately. Time-bound of responses are not a
defense against this improved type of relay attack.

The attack process can be divided into three phases: The
setup phase, the preparation phase, and the attack phase. The
setup phase is to complete BLE MAC spoofing. Then prepare
two valid attestations during the second phase. Finally, during
the attack phase, the attacker unlocks the car door and drives
Model 3 away.

Setup: MAC spoof. Figure 9 illustrates the setup phase
of the MitM attack. The setup phase is to capture the BLE
MAC address from the vehicle advertisements and initial
the BLE setting of attack devices. During an initial attack
phase, attack device A is close to Model 3 to be attacked.
Attack device A initiates a BLE scan to find its surroundings.
By parsing the advertisement, the attacker can get the BLE
MAC address, the BLE name, and additional data about the
car. Once the BLE connection is established, the vehicle
indicates the authentication level L every second to initiate

the authentication. It needs to send the MAC address and the
authentication level to attack device B. Then attack device B
changes its MAC address and starts broadcasting connectable
advertisements identical to the Model 3.

Preparation: attestations capture. Then the preparation
phase (Figure 10) begins. Once attack device B has set the
specific MAC address and approaches the Phone Key, an
automatic connection establishes between the two parties. An
authentication level indication is delivered from the attack
device to the Phone Key (Step 8). After receiving, Phone
Key will generate the shared secret using ECDH. Then the
Phone Key sends the first attestation package, including the
ciphertext, tag, and counter to the attack device B. So far, the
attacker does not own the token value. Attack device B needs
to transfer this first attestation to attack device A.

Then attack device A forwards this attestation. It waits
for the response involving a token G after the vehicle has
verified the first attestation successfully. This token G needs
to be forwarded to attack device B. Once received the token
G, attack device B retransmits the authentication level (Step
19) and replies with the first attestation with this token to the
Phone Key. Attack device B can receive the second attestation
from the Phone Key and transfer this pair of attestations to
complete the attack (Step 26). For now, the preparation phase
can be terminated if you want to open and start the Model 3
just once.

If you want to hijack multiple times, attack device B can get
serval pairs of attestations by sending another authentication
level and responding, as marked green in Figure 10. Then it
can transfer serval pairs to device A. These pairs can be used
to unlock the Model 3 multiple times later.

Attack: unlock and access. For the final attack phase
shown in Figure 11, attack device A sends the first attestation
in the first received pair. Once receiving the response with a
token, the attacker delivers the second attestation in this pair.
The Model 3 is hijacked now. According to our experiments,
the token value does not update frequently. During the token
fixed period, attack device A can unlocks doors and drive the
car several times using the following attestation pairs.

Furthermore, the token update does not depend on the
change of connection state. The token value remains the same
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Fig. 10: Adversary Model Phase 2: Preparation

for hours. It gives a long enough attack window. So we
can complete this MitM attack with only one attack device,
as shown in Figure 8 scenario 2. The detailed process is
demonstrated in Appendix Figure 10. Instead of transferring
the messages between two attack devices, the attacker needs
go back and forth between the vehicle and the Phone Key to
connect and communicate to them alternately.

B. Proof-of-concept

In principle, it can be implemented with any off-the-shelf
devices that can be programmed to receive and transmit BLE
messages. In one attack device scenario, we chose an Android
device Google Pixel 5A as the attack device. For the two-
devices case, Google Pixel 5A as attack device B connected
to the Phone Key, while the Samsung Galaxy S9 played
the role of attack device A. This attack includes two key
points, physical proximity to the intended target and malicious
software on the attack device.
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TABLE I: Experimental Models. In one attack device scenario,
we only used the Google Pixel 5A as the attack device.

Devices Model OS version Software Version

Attack
device
B

Google
Pixel
5A

customized
Android 11

TESmLA 2.0

Attack
device
A

Samsung
Galaxy
S9

Android 11 TESmLA 2.0

Phone
Key

Motorola
Edge S

Android 11 Tesla 4.23

iPhone
12 Pro

iOS 15.4.1 Tesla 4.14.1

Vehicle Model 3 v11.0(2022.4.5.1)

BLE MAC Spoof. For physical proximity, the identifica-
tion of BLE devices is the BLE MAC address. So we need
to spoof Model 3 by setting the attack device with the same
static MAC address. However, the Android device introduced
a new feature called BLE MAC address rotation. It forces
Android devices to broadcast with a resolvable address instead
of a static address. The resolvable address changes every 15
minutes and cannot be recognized by the Phone Key without
pairing.

We customized a specialized Android firmware for Google
Pixel 5A to solve this problem. Following the instructions
on Google Android source websites, we downloaded Android
source codes and modified the Bluedroid definition “BLE
LOCAL PRIVACY ENABLE” from True to False. This mod-
ification can disable the BLE device address rotation during
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init drivers, partitions 

& SELinux policies

init property 

system
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ro.boot.xxx
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B
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Fig. 12: The modified firmware of the attack device. It moni-
tors the properties loading and changes the settings and value
of the specific properties.

advertising.

To understand Bluetooth peripheral initialization operation,
we analyzed the log information of the boot process through
the Android Debug Bridge (ADB). We found that a dynamic
link library implemented by Google and compressed in the
vendor image file is responsible for initializing the MAC ad-
dress. We used the disassembly tool IDA Freeware to statically
reverse this dynamic link library. As a result, the smartphone
first loads a read-only attribute “ro.vendor.bt.bdaddr path”,
which refers to the virtual file named “bt addr” and uses the re-
sult as the Bluetooth MAC address. If the read fails, the phone
will try to read the Bluetooth MAC address from alternative
read-only Android attributes, “ro.vendor.bt.boot.macaddr” or
“persist.vendor.service.bdroid.bdaddr”. The BLE MAC address
has been specified if successful. Otherwise, the smartphone
will generate a random address as the Bluetooth MAC address.
According to the analysis, we found that the Bluetooth address
of the Pixel 5A is closely related to three read-only attributes
of Android.

We proposed a novel framework, which can let the ap-
plication layer software arbitrarily modify the specific MAC
address. This new framework monitors the Android init process
for the initialization of each Android attribute loading, as
illustrated in Figure 12. It hooks the entry of property loading
if the input attribute belongs to the three mentioned before.
It forces the smartphone to read these attributes as null and
change the property of “ro.vendor.bt.boot.macaddr” from a
read-only type to a read-write attribute type. Consequently,
the smartphone power on with a random MAC address, and
the application layer program can use an ADB shell command
to set a static specific address of Pixel 5A multiple times later.

Malicious Software In addition, We developed an app
called TESmLA, which implements functions as the Phone
Key using BluetoothGatt [3] and the Tesla Model 3 using
BluetoothGattServer [4]. By sending writing requests to char-
acteristic and receiving indications from the owner’s device,
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Fig. 13: Attack Results. The owner device maintained screen locked. The attacker approached it about 5 meters away. The owner
device connected to the attack device automatically and transferred two attestations. Finally, attacker sends these two attestations
to Model 3 to unlock the car.

the app can communicate with the car as the owner’s device.
As the role of the Tesla Model 3, it also can inform the owner
device of indications and obtain the write request from the
peer device. The app can parse receiving data byte by byte
and respond automatically. By TESmLA, an adversary can
complete the attack mentioned before even though they do
not understand the cryptography and BLE schemes.

Experimental Evaluation Figure 13 shows the scene of
the practical attack to demonstrate the feasibility of our attack.
The owner is 500 meters away from The victim’s Model 3. The
owner’s smartphone maintained the screen locked during the
whole attack. The distance between the attacker and the owner
is about 5 meters. The details of all devices in the experiments
are demonstrated in Table I. When attack device A sent two
attestations to the vehicle, we heard the unlocked voice of
the vehicle. We pulled the car door and found it open. Also,
we can start and drive this Model 3. The whole attack can
complete within 15s. For one attack device scenario, we only
use the Google Pixel 5A as the attack device. Due to the delay
of multiple connections, BLE service requests, and operations
on TESmLA, the time of the attack extends to 46s without
the time of round-trips. The operation system of the Phone
Key does not influence the result. Android and iOS are both
attacked successfully.

Once the BLE connection is established between the attack
device and the trusted parties, the attack will be successful.
Due to locking off the car feature, the attack device has to be
close to the vehicle enough. The distance limitation between
the attack device and the Phone Key depends on many factors,
for example, the version of the BLE. We tested the distance
between Google Pixel 5A and Phone Key, including iPhone

and Motorola Edge S. It can transfer data stably within 100
meters in the underground parking lot. The distance may
reduced when you choose devices compatible below BLE 5.0.
Besides, this distance would be influenced by inference of
environment factors and other radio signals. However, there
is no limitation on the distance between two attack devices.
So the distance is not the limitation for our attack with two
attack devices, while it would extend the time for back and
forth in one attack device scenario. If the round-trip were time-
consuming even over the token fixed time, the attack would
not be successful.

C. Impact and Limitations

All test Tesla vehicles and devices are owned by the
authors and their institutions. Due to the limitation of cost
and other conditions, we only bought the Model 3 to conduct
the practical attack. Model Y should be the same as Model
3. Model S may involve earlier PKES solutions. So it may
not be affected by this attack. The presented attack is harmful
to car owners who enable their PKES feature and keep their
Bluetooth on all the time. The iOS and Android devices are
both susceptible. We tested on Android 11 and iOS 15.4.1 and
found no differences between these two operating systems.

This attack is easy to implement. The whole process is out
of the owner’s notice. The attack device, like a smartphone,
can blend into common life. The process is conducted in the
background, and the owner will not receive any notification
from the Tesla mobile app or car screen.

Attackers can access the vehicle’s interior and even drive it
away. However, there is a time limit on this access. During the
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token fixed period, the adversaries can capture multiple pairs of
attestations in one connection. These pairs of attestations allow
the attacker to access and drive the victim’s vehicle serval
times. In the scenario of two attack devices, the token update
only influences the malicious control period. But in one attack
device scenario, due to the long latency of round-trips, the
attacker may need more back and forth to capture and transfer
the new pair of attestation when the token changes. It may
prolong the attack time but not affect the final result.

As a relay attack is a known technique, Tesla advises the
user to enable the “PIN to Drive” feature. It forces driver to
input four digital numbers into the PIN panel on the vehicle
screen to start the vehicle. This feature can protect vehicle from
driving but not entering. According to a vote from Tesla owners
[82], there are still about 20% of owners have not enabled this
feature. So this is still a significant security problem in the real
world.

D. Related Works

Relay attacks are a known limitation of the passive entry
system. People used two amplifiers close to the trust parties to
amplify analog signals. So adversaries can use simple hardware
to achieve ultra-low latency with unmodified commnication
patterns. For example, P. Staat, etc. [68] design and implement
an analog physical-layer relay to amplify the analog signal of
the entire 2.4GHz. However, it has a limited relay distance
of about 90m and is complicated to handle bi-direction com-
munications on the same frequency. Moreover, this attack can
be detected by RSSI. So it has been improved to retransmit
the analog signal by a more complex hardware instead of
simply amplification. It has the same drawbacks as the former
amplification but can circumvent the RSSI and arrival of angle
(AoA) triangulation defenses.

Rather than raw analog signals, it can forward data frames
at any higher layer of the protocol stack. The first GATT-relay
in 2016 [17], [41] forwards GATT requests and responses. The
attack is most effective against devices that do not implement
Bluetooth security features. However, researches [6], [7], [8],
[10] are working on the vulnerabilities of these security
features to make the impersonation attack available.

Mirage [18] can transmit HCI messages from standard
controllers bypassing standard Bluetooth stacks. It can perform
experimental Bluetooth Low Energy attacks using a ButteRFly
device (nRF52840 dongle). This new device allows to inject
packets into an established connection, hijack the slave role,
hijack the master role or perform a Man-in-the-Middle attack
[51].

The NCC Group [72] introduces Sniffle Relay, the first
link layer relay attack on BLE. They forward the response
and add the 8ms latency in the link layer. Since this relay
attack operates at the link layer, it can forward encrypted link
layer packet data unit (PDU). Neither link layer encryption
nor encrypted connection parameter changes (such as changes
to the channel map, connection interval, and transmit window
offset) are defenses against relay attacks from the link layer
[71].

Relay attacks from link layer-relay need to customize the
BLE stack. The attacker must be familiar with the details

of BLE protocols. Like NCC Group customizes the BLE
controller that responds an additional empty PDU to maintain
the connection and retransmit the PDU in the link layer. On
the contrary, relaying from the GATT layer is much easier. You
do not need to care about the timing sequence of data frames.
However, It can use time-bound to detect the GATT relay due
to long latency. Also, the GATT-relay attack does not support
link layer encryption. Our attack is from the GATT layer. Like
other GATT-relay, we do not need operations on the baseband
and do not need to modify the BLE stack. Also, our attack
cannot circumvent the link layer encryption.

However, our improved attack can break the latency detec-
tion. Unlike existing relay attacks, our attack is not a real-time
relay. It can operate on multiple messages to break the latency
bounding and distance limitations by spoofing the trusted party.
Besides, it can complete by using only one attack device. And
it is not a one-time hijack. Although it is temporary access,
the attacker can record multiple pairs of two attestations once.
As the token has not been updated, the attacker can access the
vehicle serval times by sending these pairs in the sequence of
the counter.

VIII. DISSCUSION

A. Countermeasures

PIN to drive. It allows owners to program a personal
identification number. This feature forces the owner to enter
these numbers into the screen to drive the car. This multi-
factor authentication countermeasure only forbids driving but
not entering, as discussed in the previous section. It is worth
noting that this feature disobeys the intention of PKES and is
not the default setting of Model 3.

Refresh the token frequently. Our results indicate the
token value remains fixed in hours. In one device scenario,
the attack device needs alternating connect to the vehicle
and the Phone Key. If the token changes after recording but
before reconnecting to the car, authentication of the second
encrypted command on the vehicle’s side will fail. If the token
updates every time Model 3 establishes a BLE connection, the
adversary has to use two attack devices. To a certain degree,
refreshing the token fast enough will reduce the attack window.

Enable BLE link layer encryption. BLE supports secure
communication according to Bluetooth standards. End devices
can negotiate a long-term key during the pairing process
and derive a session key for each reconnection. The BLE
encrypts the communication between devices by this session
key. Enabling BLE encryption will improve the difficulty of
analysis and device spoofing. However, it is circumvented by
NCC Group, as mentioned in previous related works.

TOF based secure ranging. The PKES system can employ
the Time of Flight (TOF) to avoid MitM attacks. Two trust
parties can record the timestamp when receiving the messages.
Timing is often implemented in the physical layer to eliminate
the delay of intra-transmission and increase accuracy. Many
vehicle manufacturers [14], [56] announced that UWB tech-
nique would be a new solution of PKES. UWB utilizes the
TOF technique to measure the distance. However, the spoof
messages of measurement or synchronization may modify
the propagation time. So the messages require encryption or
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signature by a trusted module like SE. Tesla is in the process
of combining a new Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technique in its
key fobs[76]. Mobile phone manufacturers like Apple[9] and
Samsung [57] have already integrated UWB into their mobile
devices. It provides simplicity for Tesla to ensemble it directly
into a mobile app.

B. Future Directions

Many vehicle manufacturers have announced that UWB
technique defined in physical-level standard IEEE 802.15.4z
[38], [39] will be a new security solution in the PKES system.
UWB has many advantages, like high accuracy, low latency,
long distance and high security. The scrambled timestamp
sequence (STS) contains a pseudo-random bit sequence for
security purposes. Ranging devices can utilize the TOF on the
arrival time of the STS, thereby guaranteeing that no external
adversary reduces the measured distance by advancing the
received signal in time. However, propagation time responded
by the receiver should be protected because it determines the
distance. The up-level standard [16] recommends encrypting
the replied time with a symmetric secret. However, many
works [46], [60], [64], [65] have revealed the weaknesses of
UWB. The implementation security of UWB in the PKES
system will be explored in future works.

IX. CONCLUSION

Tesla Model 3 promotes new types of Key Cards and Phone
Keys for better driver experiences. With reverse-engineering
of the protocols and codes, we demonstrate pairing and au-
thentication procedures of these two keys in detail. We find
that communication channel like BLE does not employ any
security mechanisms. Tesla decides to leave security to up-
level cryptography. We demonstrate several design vulnerabil-
ities and implementation flaws. The current protocols allow
customized Key Cards to work. Besides, we introduced an
improved relay attack against authentication of the Phone
Key through the BLE channel. In addition, we developed
an app named TESmLA installed on a customized Android
device to implement the attack. The attack is performed in
the background without the awareness of the car owner and
can be extended with any other cheap off-the-shelf device.
Our results raise attentions of the insecure implementation of
BLE communication since it may be a considerable concern in
many other PEPS systems. Our findings have implications for
other vehicles supporting Phone Keys. The security analysis
of more vehicle manufacturers, even the new technique UWB,
leave for pending further investigation.
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APPENDIX A
ATTESTATION CALCULATION

The first attestation calculates the encryption of an “Au-
thentication Response” Java object with its “Authentication-
Level” field set to null, as shown in Listing 1. Serialize this
Java object to a 2 bytes hex string with Google-Protobuf
framework [61]. Then use AES-GCM to get the encryption
result.

1 UnsignedMessage
2 {
3 A u t h e n t i c a t i o n R e s p o n s e : A u t h e n t i c a t i o n R e s p o n s e
4 {
5 a u t h e n t i c a t i o n L e v e l : AUTHENTICATION LEVEL NONE
6 }
7 }

Listing 1: Java object to be serialized for the first attestation

For the second attestation, “Authentication Response” Java
object with its “Authentication-Level” field is set to the value
received. Normally, if the car owner enables the PKES fea-
ture, the “Authentication-Level” field of the “Authentication
Response” object will be probably set to AUTHENTICA-
TION LEVEL DRIVE.
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1 UnsignedMessage
2 {
3 A u t h e n t i c a t i o n R e s p o n s e : A u t h e n t i c a t i o n R e s p o n s e
4 {
5 a u t h e n t i c a t i o n L e v e l : AUTHENTICATION LEVEL DRIVE
6 }
7 }

Listing 2: Java object to be serialized for the second attestation

3. Establish BLE connection (Optional)

Tesla Model 3

Vehicle Key Pair: [V,v]

Broadcasting using 

BD_ADDR

Adversary 

Attack Device A

2.Get BD_ADDR from advertisement

6.Change H BLE device address 

to BD_ADDR

5. Disconnect

7. Start broadcasting

1. BLE Scan

4. Get status of the Model 3

Fig. 14: Attack Model Phase 1: Setup

APPENDIX B
IMPROVED RELAY ATTACK - ONE ATTACK DEVICE

This section describes the scenario of one attack device in
Figure 8. The attacker needs to go back and forth between the
Model 3 and the car owner to complete the attack. The whole
attack can also be divided into three phases as follow.

Setup: MAC spoof (Figure 14). First, the attack device
approaches Model 3 and initiates a BLE scan. The attacker can
get the BLE MAC address of the car from advertisements (Step
2). Connecting to Model 3 is optional depending on whether
the attacker needs to obtain other information, for example, the
public key of the vehicle. The adversary sets the attack device
with the same BLE MAC address as the car (Step 6). Then
the attack device starts to broadcast connectable advertisements
identical to the Model 3’s broadcasting.

Preparation: attestations capture (Figure 16). Once the
attack device with the specific MAC address approached the
Phone Key, an automatic connection establishes between the
two parties. An authentication level indication of driving is
delivered from the attack device to the Phone Key every second
(Step 9). After receiving, Phone Key generates the shared
secret using ECDH. After encrypting the known serialized java
object (Listing 1) in AES-GCM mode using the shared secret
as the key, the Phone Key sends the first attestation package

(Steps 12 - 14). The attack device records the first attestation
(Step 16).

Then the attacker goes back to the Model 3 and connects to
the vehicle. The attacker forwards the recorded first attestation
to the car and waits for the response involving a token G (Steps
19 - 24).

Next, the adversary approaches the owner again. Similarly,
the Phone Key transmits the first attestation for verification.
Besides recording this package, the attack device responds to
the phone with the counter and the token G recorded before
(Steps 30 - 32). Then the second attestation package sends
back. The attack device can collect two consecutive attestations
with the corresponding token G as a tuple.

43. Send message B and count

45. Respond the GCM counter of message B

44.Decrypt and verify 

message B with S，count

Authentication finish. Attack success!

41. Respond the GCM counter of message A’

42. Respond a token G 

40. Decrypt and verify 

message A’ with S，count

37. Establish BLE connection

38. Request vehicle status (optional)

39. Send message A’ and count 

Tesla Model 3

Vehicle Key Pair: [V,v]

Broadcasting using BD_ADDR

Adversary 

Attack Device A

Setup Phase

Preparation Phase

Fig. 15: Attack Model Phase 3: Attack

Attack: unlock and steal (Figure 15). Finally, the attack
device reconnects to the car and sends the first attestation in
the tuple (Step 39). Once receiving the response with a token,
the attacker delivers the second attestation (Steps 42 - 43). If
this token is the same as the one in the tuple, the car verifies
both attestations successfully. For now, the Model 3 unlocks
doors and can be driven away.
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14. Send message A and count 

22. Respond the GCM counter of message A

23. Respond a token G 

Phone Key Tesla Model 3

20. Generate ECDH share secret：

S = ECDH（P，v）

9. Indicate Authentication_Level: L

12. Generate ECDH share secret：S = ECDH（V，p）

13. Encrypt data a with AES-GCM mode

count= count + 1, A = AES_GCM(a, S, count, null)

21. Decrypt and verify message A with S，count

33. Encrypt data b with AES-GCM mode

count= count + 1, B = AES_GCM(b, S, count, G)

Phone Key Pair: [P, p]

Trying to reconnect BLE 

device with BD_ADDR 

11. Respond vehicle status 

10. Send an information request：I

Adversary 

Attack Device A

8. Establish BLE connection

15. Disconnect

16. Record message  A

17. Establish BLE connection

18. Request vehicle status

24. Disconnect

19. Send message A and count 

26. Advertised  BLE device name: N

25. Record token G

27. Establish BLE connection

30. Send message A’and count 

29. Encrypt data a with AES-GCM mode

count= count + 1, A’= AES_GCM(a, S, count, null)

28.Request vehicle status

31. Respond the GCM counter of A’

32. Respond a token G 

34. Send message B and count

35. Disconnect

36.Record message A’and B

Setup Phase

Setup Phase

Vehicle Key Pair: [V,v]

Broadcasting using 

BD_ADDR

Fig. 16: Attack Model Phase 2: Preparation
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